This project focuses on the explanation of the architecture of profilers particularly gprof and how to profile a program according to the user defined input of execution time . Gprof is a profiler available open source in the package of binutils. Gprof records the flow of the program including the callee and caller information and their respective execution time. This information is represented in the form of a call graph which is explained in more detail in section 4. Profilers at the time of execution creates a call graph file which indicates the full flow of the program including the individual execution time as well. This project aims at providing a better understanding of the data structure used to store the information and how is a profiler(gprof) actually using this data structure to give user a readable format. The next section of this project solves one of the limitation of gprof i.e. edit the time of block of code without understanding the call graph. Any changes in the execution time of a particular block of code would affect the total execution time. So if we edit the gprof in such a way that its consistent and platform independent, then it can yield various results like testing execution time after parallelism, before even designing it by replacing the values with theoretical/emulated ones and see if the total execution time is getting reduced by a desired number or not? Gprof edit can help us figure out that what section of code can be parallelized or which part of code is taking the most time and which call or part can be changed to reduce the execution time [12] . The last section of the project walks through the application of gprof in minisat and how gprof helps in the hardware acceleration in minisat by suggesting which part to be parallelised and how does it affect the total percentage. AccEx tool is made available open source by project partners [11] .
INTRODUCTION 1.SAT

Profiling programs
Profiling is a dynamic program analysis [9] that measures the time complexity of every instruction in a program. The information is stored by using -pg flag in gcc [6] . This flag when enabled switches debugging and profiling on during the compilation of the program. This produces an executable file. This executable file when run produces a file "gmon.out" which contains the call graph information of the program. This is a binary file and is not readable by a user. So, gprof uses the symbol table and histograms and records every instance in a histogram. Histogram contains the address and the execution time of that instance. The symbol table consists of the function name and its corresponding assigned index. This information is traced by the profiler to print the call graph of the program in a readable format [6] . The profiler uses the approach of traversing the path from root to the last child (in that arc) in the graph which helps to figure out that what calls have been made to whom and what was the time taken inside a parent and the child separately. This information is stored in the form of arcs making parent as the start pointer. The information is then printed in such a way that there are two ways to discern the data flow [13] : 1.) Flat Profile : The flat profile shows the total amount of time your program spent executing each function. The functions are sorted by first by decreasing run-time spent in them, then by decreasing number of calls, then alphabetically by name. Generally, sample count is 0.01 sec indicating that the number 'x' units in the profile represents (100 * x) seconds of the execution. [13] 2.) Call Graph Profile : The call graph shows how much time was spent in each function and its children. In each entry, the primary line is the one that starts with an index number in square brackets. The end of this line says which function the entry is for. The preceding lines in the entry describe the callers of this function and the following lines describe its subroutines(children). [13] 1.4 Insight of solution SAT applications seen above, involve millions of variables to be solved (like in circuit verification). This issue can be addressed and solved by accelerating SAT Solver either by hardware or software. Software optimizations and parallelism are being worked on, but simultaneously question arises : Why not try with hardware? There is a possibility of acceleration of SAT Solvers by a (hardware) chip. Instead of designing a hardware chip and testing it whether it really works, we emulated the results of hardware and fed these inputs to SAT solver and analysed the reduction in total execution time. This was achieved by using open source software AccEx(variation of Gprof created by authors of project). It analyses the flow of program and execution time at every call or instruction of a program.
GPROF 2.1 What is GPROF?
Gprof is a profiling program which collects and arranges statistics on your programs.Basically, it looks into each of your functions and inserts code at the head and tail of each one to collect timing information 2 2.2 Technical terms related to Gprof 1.) Call Graph : It is a graph which describes the calling pattern of the functions and analyses the execution time of every call even if it involves the same parent and child. [13] 2.) Self time : The total execution time of the function excluding the time taken by its subroutines(children) is called self time. [13] 3.) Child time : The time taken by the children of a function i.e. the difference between the time instant when it returns back to caller and the time instant the callee is called by the caller. [13] 4.) Arc : Arc denoted the path from the root to leaf indicating the calls made by the root and then subsequent callers(children of root) till the point the last child returns back to its caller [13] . 5.) Histogram : It is a data structure which consists of a low base address and high end address which represents the storage of the callee and its corresponding caller. The bin_count represents the total execution time taken by an instance. It can be used to describe the self time and child time. If the function represents the child of a function, then the corresponding bin_count will represent the self time of child. For example if func1() calls func2(), then the arc func1()--> func2() will represent the time taken by func2() alone. The func1() time will be calculated by the arc main()->func1(). So like this there will be one root function which will not have any parent. This function is named as spontaneous and the time recorded for this function is stored in the arc representing spontaneous as the tag. The hist time represents the self time taken by the function and the "child_time" represents the time taken by its children. 6.) Propagate time : The self time taken by the function in an arc is called prop.self time. The prop.child time represents the time taken by the children of that function keeping in mind that if already traversed arcs includes the child, then it needs to be included. 7.) Bin-count : In this project, the bin_count is referred to as the time corresponding to the bin of histogram. The code has a totally different interpretation of bin_count which is different from what is used in this project. It is not the count of the bin in histogram but its the time which is obtained after scaling using the sample count as a metric. Every profile shows the average time per call [14] .
Skeletal structure of Gprof
Gprof uses the gmon.out and executable file to extract the execution time in histogram (specified in hist.c). Call graph is constructed from gmon.out by "call_graph.c" These bins then are collectively merged to get the total and self time of a function in hist.c. This is used to create flat profile. Using this "cg_arcs.h", gprof constructs the arc from the parent to the leaf of the graph. This arc is then printed in an order specified by call graph profile and the execution time is taken from flat profile. Supposedly, a function took 30sec averagely with 3 calls, the cal graph will show 10sec/call [4] in the call graph profile, thus extracting this average time from flat profile, shown in file cg_print.c". Apart from these files, rest are all utility or library based files that support these files -hist.c, cg_arcs.h, cg_print.c [13] .
Illustration of how call graph is formed using sample program
Fig1. represents the call graph of the program. The calculation of time is always a bottom top approach as the time can be calculated when the call returns from its child. So the call-graph profile is topologically sorted and if there any recursive calls or cycles then that cycle is considered as one strongly connected component and the further topological sorting is done considering it as one node. The call graph profile thus starts with the arc representing func3(), func4() and func5(). Calculation of this arc means that first calculation of func3() can be done as both func4() and func5() are getting called in the subsequent execution. Now, the func4() is called once and func5() is called once. So, when we proceed to index 5, we need to include two calls of func4()-> func5() as 
DISCOVERY OF ACCEX
4.0.1 Limitation of Gprof. One of the limitation of gprof [14] that the arc time in call graph will always be average [4] . Even if one of the arc takes very less amount of time in one case and the same arc takes more time in another case, still the time displayed will be average of both and not the actual one. This involves the need to understand the call graph before editing the block of code according to user defined input. But big programs like SAT has a lot of functions and thus, it makes a bit difficult to trace all functions and then edit the time for that 5 block of code. Thus, we have to develop a tool which can analyze the pattern of how is the total execution time getting affected without understanding the call graph.
Changing the printing pattern of gprof
In fig3., suppose we want to change the self time taken by func5(). An "if" statement would suffice it stating that if the index is equal to 5, then change the time. At this point of time, there is no problem, but if we move a step up and analyze func3() time, then we cannot trace that func3() called func5() effectively i.e. though func3() called func4(), but the execution time of func3() will change as the time taken by func4() is also changed. So, this particular change can be propagated to its immediate next parent i.e. func4(), but not to the whole graph as we don't have any means to store every function calling children. Visiting every child when a parent is encountered will take a huge amount of time and the time also will not be stored anywhere meaning that if we want to retrieve any arc time that is getting affected by this change, then we cannot get it as we are just printing and not changing the values of assigned data structure i.e. histogram [9] .
Editing data structure of gprof
Suppose, the part of program can be replaced by some coding paradigm [9] which helps to reduce the execution time of that particular block of code, then we have to replace that time and see that how execution pattern gets affected. This requires a change in the record of histogram corresponding to the block. Identifying the block can be done by 2 ways : 1.) Address -The address of the block can be found via printing and the corresponding block can then be changed. But there is one flaw here and that is if we run the program next time, we are not sure whether the program will load in the exact same address or not. This is what we call as platform dependency where every instance is changed. 2.) Index -The above idea seems to be a bit infeasible. So in this situation we analyze that what is not platform dependent. Address, time etc. are all machine dependent, but the call graph is not. So we assign the index to every call and then change the time for those calls(corresponding to the block we need to change). Index is assigned to every call and the respective id can be printed so that the user can identify the call by noticing its parent and respective child. The time corresponding to this id can be changed in the code. This change will be propagated and the final execution time will also get changed by the same amount.
Implementation of AccEx
The histogram consists of bin_count which is used to indicate the time taken in execution. The algorithm described below is edited in the file "hist.c" which contains the histogram data structure [9] that is built from "gmon.out" file. The function "static void hist_assign_samples_1 (histogram *r)" consists of assigning the address and time to a histogram, so if we change the time here corresponding to the id that we want to change, the the entire pattern can be generated. The id that needs to be changed is known by printing it for every call initially and then figuring out which id corresponds to which call. A table of id and corresponding call is printed which helps to identify which id needs to be changed by looking at which call has There are two types of gprofs that are required : 1.) Gprof : hist.c is edited to print the ids and the corresponding calls. 2.) AccEx : After identifying the call that needs to be changed, the algorithm is included in hist.c After editing hist.c, gprof has to be compiled [6] and the changes needs to be incorporated, so we use : 1.) make (rectify the errors if any) 2.) make install This will create version1(GPROF) and version2(AccEx). Gprof is used on the executable file and "gmon.out" as : <directory-name>/gprof -d <.exe file> gmon.out > <file-name> e.g. The program shown in Fig3. [5] is executed and the exe file is test. The gprof directory is /home/. So, the command is : /home/gprof test gmon.out > a.txt This will save the output in a.txt file. So we need to create two such text files corresponding to gprof and AccEx. 5.1.1 Analysis of results obtained. Suppose, we want to change the time of arc func4()-> func5() to 0.01 seconds, then this particular bin id checked is 2 and 3 as shown in fig4. The func5() time needs to be changed indicating that func4() should be the parent and func5() must be the child in the representation and only bin ids 2 and 3 correspond to this arc. Suppose we change both of them to 1 which implies that the total time taken by func5() must reduce from 6.88 to 0.16( start->func5() ) + 0.01*2(1 sec*sample-size = 1*0.01 = 0.01, and there are two such calls) which equals 0.18. Difference 6.88 and 0.18 = 6.7 i.e. the total execution time should reduce by 6.7, i.e. from 9.34 to 9.34-6.7 = 2. Using gprof, we concluded that propagate() function took almost 70-80% time of minisat and specifically the arc analyze()-> propagate() as suggested in fig2. This arc took 70-90% of the time in propagate function. Gprof analysis is shown for standard sat benchmark [1] in fig9. The total time taken by minisat is 11 sec out of which propagate took around 8.8 sec which accounts for 76% of total time implying that propagate() accounts for such a huge execution time. This analysis led us to emulate the propagate() function and replace the bin_count with a virtual value (indicated in fig10) and the respective results were obtained which indicates a significant improvement of 36% in the execution time of minisat provided there is a way to parallelise propagate() function. This suggests that the hardware which can support propagate() function parallelism needs to be designed.
Results of AccEx
Now, we know that if function which needs to be parallelised is known, then its respective bin_count can be changed using Algo 1. But the real question is which pfunction should actually be parallelised?
Which function should we actually parallelize -Minisat ?
We analyse the execution time of every function in the program and the one with the highest execution ti me needs to be parallelised. This is obtained from the analysis of gprof. As we can see from Fig1, we can notice that propagate() function takes the most amount of time, and thus this function is the oen which needs to be parallelised. 
CONCLUSION
Changing the time of a particular block of code could be done in several ways but considering the factor that code should be portable [12] , reference to a call by its id turned out to be a suitable method. Gprof printing pattern cannot be changed as the calls cannot be traced back as seen in the section 4.1. Adding an extra attribute to a data structure is a small change that can profile a program according to the user needs. This strategy can be used to test that how much does emulated time of a block of code affects the total execution time. If its an expected number, then the hardware design [12] for the same can be implemented on the chip instead of first designing it 11 Fig. 10 . Effect of reduction in propagate time on total time and then finding it to be futile. This can improve the hardware design process and also can help see whether any kind of parallelism is helping in execution as we saw in minisat.
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